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ABSTRACT 
Let G = SO0(1 ,n) or SU(1, n) and K a maximal compact subgroup of G. It is proved that each 
irreducible unitary representation f G contains each irreducible representation f K at most once 
by showing that (G x K, diag (K)) is a Gelfand pair. 
Let G be a locally compact group satisfying the second axiom of countability 
(lcsc. group). Let K be a compact subgroup of G. We call K a multiplicity free 
subgroup of G if each irreducible unitary representation f G contains each 
irreducible unitary representation f K at most once. We wilt give a new, non- 
infinitesimal proof of the following theorem: 
THEOREM 1. Let (G,K) be as follows: 
G SOo(l,n ) ] SO(n+l) SU(I,n) 
I SO(n) 
SU(n+I) U(1,n) U(n+ 1) 
K SO(n) S(U(1) × U(n)) S(U(I) × U(n)) 
with n = 1,2 . . . . .  Then K is a multiplicity free subgroup of  G. 
U(n) U(n) 
Boerner [1, Ch. 7, § 12; Ch. 5, § 6] proves the infinitesimal version of this 
theorem in the second and sixth case (branching theorems). Dixmier [2] gives a 
non-infinitesimal proof of the first case of Theorem 1, using complete 
induction with respect o n and Frobenius reciprocity. Kr~imer [5] proves that, 
for a compact connected simple Lie group G, K is a multiplicity free subgroup 
of G in precisely the following cases, up to local isomorphy: G=SO(n+ 1), 
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K=SO(n), n=2,4,5 ,6 , . . . ;  G=SU(n+I), K=S(U(1)xU(n)), n=l ,2 , . . . ;  
G = SO(8), K= Spin(7); K= G. Heckman [3, § 5], following an idea of T.A. 
Springer, proves Kr~imer's result without using Dynkin's classification of 
maximal subalgebras of semisimple Lie algebras. 
Our proof of Theorem 1 is based on the following propositions: 
PROPOSITION 2. Let G be a lcsc. group with compact subgroup K. Suppose 
that there is a continuous involutive automorphism ct on G such that ct(KxK) = 
=Kx- lK for all x~G. Then (G,K) is a Gelfand pair (i.e., the convolution 
algebra Cc(K \ G/K) is commutative). 
PROPOSITION 3. Let (G,K) be a Gelfand pair. Then each irreducible unitary 
representation f G contains the trivial representation f K at most once. 
Let G be a lcsc. group with compact subgroup K. Let K*: = {(k,k)~ GxK[ 
k~K}.  Let ~ be the contragredient representation of ~/£ .  
PROPOSITION 4. Let rc be an irreducible unitary representation of G. Let 
cS~I~. Then rc®$ is an irreducible unitary representation of GxK and the 
multiplicity of c~ in 7r equals the multipficity of the trivial representation fK* 
in ~®~. 
These propositions are rather standard, see for instance the proofs in [4, § 5]. 
COROLLARY 5. Suppose that there exists a continuous involutive auto- 
morphism ~ on G such that for each (g, k) ~ G x K there exist kl, k2 ~ K with the 
property that a(g)=klg-lk2, a(k)=klk-lk2 . Then (GxK, K*) is a Gelfand 
pair. 
COROLLARY 6. I f  (G×K,K*) is a Gelfand pair then K is a multiplicity free 
subgroup of G. 
We will prove Theorem 1 by finding an involution ~ which satisfies the 
conditions of Corollary 5. Our interest in thismethod of proof stems from the 
question whether the inverse to Proposition 2 is valid. 
PROOF OF THEOREM 1. First we consider the cases G = SOo(1, n) or SO(n + 1). 
For m = 3, 4 ..... n + 1 let B m consist of all matrices 
I I . -m+l I 0 I 0 l 
0 I cosO - -s in  0 I 0 
I sin 0 cos 0 I 
0 I 0 I I~-2 
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Let A: = B n + 1 if G = SO(n + 1) and let A consist of  all matrices 
. sh t  cht  I 
0 I I ._1 
if G = SOo(1, n). For m = 2, 3 . . . . .  n let 
0 
Kin: = ( /n -O+ 1 SO(m))" 
Then K=Kn.  We have the decomposit ions G=KAK and K m =Kin-1BmKm-1" 
Note that B m commutes with Bin_2, B m_ 3 .. . .  and with Kin-2. In the following, 
g, k, a, bi, k i will denote some element of  G,K,A,Bi ,  Ki, respectively, and (g, k ) -  
- (g ' ,k3  will mean that (g ,k )~K*(g ' ,k3K* .  
Let (g, k) e G × K. We will prove that 
(g ,k ) - (b3b5 ... b,_ la,  k2b4 ... bn), n even, (1) ( (g ,k ) - (kzb4  ... bn-la,  b3b5 bn), n odd, 
for certain bi's, a and k2. More generally hold: 
f (g ,k ) - (kn -z i+ lbn-z i+3bn 2 i+5 - . .  bn- la ,  bn -2 i+2bn-2 i+4 .. .  bn), (2) ( i=  1, ..., [½(n - 1)], 
and 
I (g, k )  - (b  n _ 2i+ 1 bn - 2i+ 3 . . .  bn - ~ a, kn - 2ibn - 2i+ 2 bn - 2i+ 4 . . .  bn - 2 bn) ,  
(3) i = 0, ..., [½(n - 3)]. 
We will prove (2) and (3) by complete induction with respect o i. Indeed, 
(g, k) - (k'ak", k) - (a, k"3, 
so (3) is true for i = 0. Next, (2) implies (3) and (3) implies (2) with i replaced by 
i+ 1. For instance, to prove (2)= (3) substitute into (2) 
kn-  2i + 1 = kn-  2 ibn-  z ikn -  2i. 
Then 
(g ,k ) - (kn-2 ibn-2 i+ l  ... bn-lak/~-zi, bn 2i+2--. bn) -  
- (bn-2 i+l  bn_la, k" l" h k"  • "" n -2 iUn-2 i+2 "'" e'n n -2 i t~ 
- (bn-2 i+ l  . . .  bn lCt, kn" -2 ibn-2 i+2 .. .  bn) .  
Now let Jl: =d iag  (1 , -  1 ,1 , -  1 . . . . .  1 , -  1,(1)) and put c~(g):=JlgJ1, g6G.  
Then a(K) =K, a(a) = a-  1, tT(bm) = bm I and o~(k2) = k21 . Thus, in view of  (1), a 
satisfies the property required in Corol lary 5. 
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The proof  of  Theorem 1 in the last four cases is analogous to the preceding 
proo f  with the fol lowing modif icat ions.  Bm(m=2, . . . ,n+l )  consists of  all 
matrices 
I_ /n:m+_l_ 2 0 J 0 l 0 I - co~Oe i~ -s inO J 0 I sin 0 cos Oe - i¢  I 0 I 0 I Im-2 
For  G=SU(1 ,n) ,  SU(n+ 1) take A as in the cases G = (SOo(1, n), SO(n+l ) ,  
respectively. Let A :  =Bn+ 1 in the sixth case and let A consist of  all matrices 
I _  chte  i¢ sht  I 0 -~ 
sht  chte - ;O  r J 0 I In-1 
in the f i fth case. In the third and fourth case let Km (m = 1 .. . .  , n) consist of  all 
matr ices of  determinant  1 of  the form 
(e'% om+ l 0), 
and in the last two cases let 
T~ U(m), 
Again we have the decomposit ions G=KAK and Km =Kin-1BmKm-1- Instead 
of  (1) it can now be proved that 
(g ,k ) - (k lb3b5 ... bn- la,  b2b4 ... bn), n even, 
(g ,k ) - (b2b4 ... b,,_la, klb3b5 ... bn), n odd. 
Define the involutive automorph ism a by a(g): = J ig J1, where g is the complex 
conjugate of  the matr ix g. [] 
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